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Abstract

Automatic video summarization has attracted a lot of interest, but is still an un-1

solved problem due to several challenges. The currently available datasets either2

have very short videos or have a few long videos of only a particular type. We3

introduce a new benchmarking video dataset called VISIOCITY (VIdeo SummarIza-4

tiOn based on Continuity, Intent and DiversiTY) which consists of longer videos5

across six different domains with dense concept annotations capable of supporting6

different flavors of video summarization and other vision problems. Secondly,7

supervised video summarization techniques require many human reference sum-8

maries as ground truth. Acquiring them is not easy, especially for long videos.9

We propose a strategy to automatically generate multiple reference summaries10

using the annotations present in VISIOCITY and show that these are at par with the11

human summaries. The annotations thus serve as indirect ground truth. Thirdly,12

due to the highly subjective nature of the task, different ideal reference summaries13

of long videos can be quite different from each other. Due to this, the current14

practice of evaluating a summary vis-a-vis a limited set of human summaries and15

over-dependence on a single measure has its shortcomings. Our proposed evalua-16

tion framework overcomes these and offers a better quantitative assessment of a17

summary’s quality. Finally, based on the above observations we present insights18

into how a mixture model can be easily enhanced to yield better summaries and19

demonstrate the effectiveness of our recipe in doing so as compared to some of the20

representative state-of-the-art techniques when tested on VISIOCITY. We make21

VISIOCITY publicly available via our website1.22

1 Introduction and Motivation23

Videos have become an indispensable medium for capturing and conveying information in many24

sectors like entertainment (TV shows, movies, etc.), sports, personal events (birthday, wedding25

etc.), education (HOWTOs, tech talks etc.), to name a few. However, the unprecedented rise in the26

amount of video data has also made it difficult to consume them. Most of this data comes with a27

lot of redundancy, partly because of the inherent nature of videos (as a set of many images) and28

partly due to the ’capture-now-process-later’ mentality. This has given rise to the need for automatic29

1https://visiocity.github.io/
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Figure 1: VISIOCITY at a glance

video summarization techniques which aim at producing much shorter videos without significantly30

compromising on the key information contained in them. For example, producing the highlights from31

a soccer video. A video summarization technique aims to select important, diverse (non-redundant)32

and representative elements (frames or shots) from a video to produce its summary. When the33

selections are frames, it is called static video summarization and when the selections are shots, it is34

called dynamic video summarization. In this work we focus on dynamic video summarization.35

Though there has been a lot of work pushing the state-of-the-art for newer algorithms and model36

architectures [12, 4, 41, 40, 43, 10] and datasets [9, 27, 32], the literature also talks of a few37

fundamental challenges in automatic video summarization that need to be addressed before we have a38

more realistic video summarization that works in practice. In this work, we introduce VISIOCITY39

as a step towards addressing the following challenges:40

Lack of a challenging dataset: Almost all recent techniques [24, 1, 12] have reported their results41

on TVSum [32] and SumMe [9] which have emerged as benchmarking datasets of sorts. However,42

since the average video length in these datasets is of the order of only 1-5 minutes, they are far43

from being effective in real-world settings. While there have been several attempts at creating better44

datasets for video summarization (Sec. 2), they either a) have very short videos, or b) have very45

few long videos of a particular type. We introduce VISIOCITY which is a diverse collection of 6746

long videos spanning across six different domains (Sec. 3). Since the videos span across different47

well-defined domains, VISIOCITY is also suitable for more in-depth domain specific studies on video48

summarization [34, 27, 40]. Secondly, different flavors of video summarization like query-focused49

video summarization [38, 31], are often treated differently and require different datasets.VISIOCITY50

provides dense concept annotations for each shot (Sec. 3). The concepts are carefully selected list of51

verbs and nouns based on the video domain (see Fig. 1 for example). In addition, there are higher-level52

annotations (which we call mega-events) that identify consecutive shots as events. Due to its rich53

annotations VISIOCITY can lend itself well to other flavors of video summarization and also other54

computer vision video analysis tasks like action recognition [37], event localization [6, 29, 7, 36],55

etc. We discuss other advantages of such annotations in Sec. 3. A large dataset with a lot of different56

types of full-length videos with rich annotations to be able to support different techniques was one of57

the recommendations in [34], is still not a reality, and is clearly a need of the hour [12]. VISIOCITY58

addresses this need.59

Challenges in evaluation: The current practice is to use reference based evaluation [24] where60

a candidate summary is evaluated by comparing it against human summaries. However, video61

summaries are highly context dependent (that is, depend on the purpose behind getting a video62

summary), subjective (that is, even for the same purpose, preferences of two persons don’t match) and63

depend on high-level semantics of the video (that is, two visually different scenes could capture the64

same semantics or visually similar looking scenes could capture different semantics). Hence, there65

is no single ’right answer’ for a video and thus human summaries could be quite different in their66
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selections [13, 24], all the more so for long videos. Even if average or max is used to accommodate67

multiple human summaries [32, 10], a good candidate may get a low score just because it was not68

fortunate to have a matching human summary. Secondly, a typical measure used is F1 score defined as69

harmonic mean of precision (ratio of temporal overlap between candidate and reference summary to70

duration of summary) and recall (ratio of temporal overlap between candidate and reference summary71

to video duration) [42, 4, 12, 41, 40, 4, 12]. This has a couple of problems - a) due to the segmentation72

used as a post processing step in typical video summarization pipeline, even random summaries can73

get good F1 scores [24]; b) there are several desirable characteristics of a summary like diversity74

and continuity (Sec. 4) and F1 is not designed to measure them. For example, a summary should be75

diverse. That is, to be able to convey maximum information within a given budget, a good summary76

should prefer more diverse elements and minimize redundancy. Similarly, a summary should be as77

continuous as possible. A summary with more number of consecutive shots is more continuous (and78

hence pleasurable to watch). Two summaries may have same F1 score, and yet one may be more79

continuous than the other. To alleviate all these problems, in this work we propose an evaluation80

framework (Sec. 4) which a) avoids over-dependence on one measure by proposing a suite of81

measures to assess a summary on different dimensions; and b) assesses a summary on its own82

merit using the rich annotations in VISIOCITY instead of comparing it with one or more reference83

summaries.84

Difficulty in acquiring reference ground truth summaries for supervised learning: Supervised85

techniques tend to work better than unsupervised techniques because of learning directly from human86

summaries [12, 41]. In a race to achieve better performance, most state-of-the-art techniques are based87

on deep architectures and are thus data hungry. Thus, more the number of human summaries, better88

is the learning. Unfortunately, for long videos getting human summaries is very time consuming. It89

becomes increasingly expensive and, beyond a point, infeasible to get these reference summaries90

from humans. Also, this is not scalable to experiments where reference summaries of different91

lengths are desired [10]. In this work we propose a strategy based on the proposed measures to92

automatically generate ground truth reference summaries (Sec. 5) which can be used to train93

a model.94

We summarize the above aspects of VISIOCITY in Fig. 1. Using the above insights and leveraging95

VISIOCITY, as another contribution, we demonstrate that better results can be achieved when a96

supervised model learns from individual diverse ground truth summaries (instead of the typical97

practice of combining them into one oracle summary [41, 4, 12]) and using a combination of losses,98

each measuring deviation from different desired characteristics of summaries (Sec. 6).99

2 Related Work100

Datasets: One of the prominent problems in video summarization literature has been a lack of a101

standardized benchmarking dataset. Because of this, in proposing new techniques of summarization,102

researchers often created new datasets. Table 1 compares VISIOCITY with other existing datasets for103

video summarization. The 6 genres of VSumm(YouTube) [2] are cartoons, news, sports, commercials,104

tv-shows and home videos and the 5 genres of VSumm(OVP) [2] are documentary, educational,105

ephemeral, historical, lecture. The UGSum52 [19] videos are distributed across holiday, events and106

sports. Textual descriptions for each 5 sec snippet of UTE [18] videos are provided by [39]. We107

note the following - a) though the number of categories in TVSum [32] and MED Summaries [27]108

appear to be large, the notion of categories there is of events, like ‘making a sandwich’ or ‘attempting109

bike tricks’, quite different from the notion of domains in VISIOCITY with an intent of studying110

the characteristics of summaries of different types of videos like sports or TV Shows; b) LOL [5]111

dataset contains online eSports videos from the League of Legends. While this dataset is significantly112

larger compared to the other datasets, it is limited only to a single domain, i.e. eSports; c) Due to113

its advantages, indirect ground truth as annotations has been recommended by [34]. While SumMe,114

VSumm(OVP), VSumm(YouTube), Tour20, LOL and UGSum52 provide direct ground truth in the115

form of human summaries, MEDSummaries and TVSum provide indirect ground truth in form of116

scores. VISIOCITY on the other hand provides indirect ground truth as dense concept annotations for117

every shot which has its unique advantages (Sec. 3). For the purpose of query-focused summarization,118

[30] have extended the UTE dataset [18] to provide concept annotations for each 5 sec snippet but119

the dataset is still limited to only egocentric videos and does not support any concept hierarchy in the120

annotations. To the best of our knowledge, VISIOCITY is one of its kind large dataset with many long121

videos spanning across multiple domains and annotated with dense concept annotations for each shot.122
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Name # Videos Avg
Duration

Types of
Videos

Type of
Annotation

MEDSummaries [27] 160 1-5m 15 event
categories

Segments and
their importance scores

TVSum [32] 50 4m 10 event
categories

Importance scores of
every 2s snippets

SumMe [9] 25 2m Misc. 15-18 summaries/video
VSumm(OVP) [2] 50 1-4m 5 genres 5 summaries/video

VSumm(YouTube) [2] 50 1-10m 6 genres 5 summaries/video

UTE [18] 4 254m Egocentric Text [39] or concepts [30]
for every 5s snippets

Tour20 [25] 140 3m Tourist places 3 summaries/video
TV Episodes [39] 4 45m TV shows Text for every 10s snippets

LOL [5] 321 30-50m eSports Summaries

UGSum52 [19] 52 4m 3 categories
of user videos 25 summaries per video

VISIOCITY 67 55m 6 domains Concepts for every shot

Table 1: VISIOCITY has many long videos spanning across multiple domains and annotated with
dense concept annotations for each shot

Techniques for Automatic Video Summarization: A lot of past work exists for automatic video123

summarization for example, using submodular functions [41, 10, 14, 10, 15], LSTMs [41], reinforce-124

ment learning [43] and attention models [12, 4]. vsLSTM [41] is a supervised technique that uses125

BiLSTM to learn the variable length context in predicting important scores. It learns from a combined126

ground truth in terms of aggregated scores. VASNet [4] is a supervised technique based on a simple127

attention based network without computationally intensive LSTMs and BiLSTMs. It learns from a128

combined ground truth in terms of aggregated scores and outputs a predicted score for each frame in129

the video. DR-DSN [43] is an unsupervised deep-reinforcement learning based model which learns130

from a combined diversity and representativeness reward on scores predicted by a BiLSTM decoder.131

It outputs predicted score for every frame of a video. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our recipe132

in improving a mixture model to achieve better results than vsLSTM, VASNet and DR-DSN when133

tested on VISIOCITY.134

Evaluation: Early approaches [21, 22] involved user studies but suffered the obvious demerit of135

cost and reproducibility. With a move to automatic evaluation, every new technique of video136

summarization came with its own evaluation criteria making it difficult to compare results different137

techniques. VIPER [3] addressed the problem by defining a specific ground truth format which138

makes it easy to evaluate a candidate summary, and SUPERSEIV [11] which is an unsupervised139

technique to evaluate video summarization algorithms that perform frame ranking. VERT [20] on the140

other hand was inspired by BLEU in machine translation and ROUGE in text summarization. Other141

techniques include pixel-level distance between keyframes [16], objects of interest as an indicator142

of similarity [18] and precision-recall scores over key-frames selected by human annotators [8].143

More recently, computing overlap between groundtruth and generated summaries reported by F-144

measure has become the standard framework for video summary evaluation [42, 4, 12, 41, 40, 4, 12].145

Yet others prefer to evaluate a summary in the text domain as text is better at capturing higher146

level semantics [39, 26]. This also forms the motivation behind our proposed evaluation measures.147

However, our measures are different in the sense that a summary is not converted to text domain148

before evaluating. Rather, how important its selections are, or how diverse its selections are, is149

computed from the rich textual annotations in VISIOCITY. This is similar in spirit to [30], but there it150

was done only for egocentric videos.151

3 VISIOCITY Dataset152

Videos: VISIOCITY is a diverse collection of 67 long videos spanning across six different domains:153

TV shows (Friends) , sports (soccer), surveillance, education (tech-talks), birthday videos and154

wedding videos. Summary statistics for videos in VISIOCITY are presented in Table 2. Publicly155

available soccer, tech-talk, birthday and wedding videos with Creative Commons CC-BY (v3.0)156

license were downloaded from YouTube. Only high resolution videos which were long enough157

were retained. Soccer videos typically have well-defined events of interest like goals or penalty158

kicks and are very similar to each other in terms of the visual features. VISIOCITY includes diverse159
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soccer videos covering different events including score changing events, non-score changing events,160

pre & post celebrations and even matches where no goals were scored. Under TV shows domain,161

VISIOCITY contains purchased videos from a popular TV series Friends. They are typically more162

aesthetic in nature and professionally shot and edited. Birthday and wedding videos on the other163

hand are typically long and unedited. VISIOCITY contains diverse birthday videos spanning birthdays164

of public figures (3), boy (2), girl (2) and lady (2). Wedding videos are from diverse cultural165

backgrounds - Bengali (1), North Indian (5), South Indian (2) and Christian (2). Under surveillance166

domain, VISIOCITY covers 2 outdoor videos and diverse indoor videos - classroom (2), office (4)167

and lobby (4). The videos were recorded by us at our premises using our own surveillance cameras168

with the permission of the subjects. These videos are in general very long and are mostly from169

static continuously recording cameras. Under educational domain, VISIOCITY has diverse tech-talk170

videos with different views like both speaker and presentation visible, either speaker or presentation171

visible, talk in auditorium, speaker in frame inset, etc. All videos were processed to remove the172

audio. We used Kernel Temporal Segmentation (KTS) [27] to mark the shots in the video. For173

surveillance videos, which are with static cameras, we use fixed 2 seconds snippets as shots. The174

videos and the shots information are accessible from the project website at https://visiocity.github.io/175

Domain #
Videos

Duration
(min,max,avg)

in minutes

Total
Duration

Soccer 12 (37,122,64) 12.77 h
Friends 12 (22,26,24) 4.74 h
Surveillance 12 (22,63,53) 10.55 h
Educational 11 (15,122,67) 12.22 h
Birthday 10 (20,46,30) 4.87 h
Wedding 10 (40,68,55) 9.15 h
All 67 (15,122,49) 54.31 h

Table 2: Key Statistics of VISIOCITY.

176

Annotations: VISIOCITY provides dense con-177

cept annotations for each shot in the videos in-178

stead of the summaries themselves. Concepts179

are a carefully selected list of verbs and nouns180

based on the type of the video and are given im-181

portance ratings based on the knowledge of the182

particular domain. The concepts are organized183

in categories instead of a long flat list. Exam-184

ple categories include ’actor’, ’entity’, ’action’,185

’scene’, ’number-of-people’, etc. (see for exam-186

ple, Fig. 1). Categories provide a natural struc-187

turing to make the annotation process easier and188

also provide support for at least one level hierarchy of concepts for query-focused summarization.189

In addition to concepts, we ask annotators to group those consecutive shots as mega-events which190

together constitute a cohesive event. For example, a few shots preceding a goal in a soccer video, the191

goal shot and a few shots after the goal shot together would constitute a ’mega-event’. The prefix192

‘mega’ refers to the fact that it is not an annotation of a shot per se but is a higher level annotation193

corresponding to a group of shots. A model trained to learn importance scores (only) would do well194

to pick up the ’goal’ shot. However, such a summary will not be very pleasing to watch because what195

is required in a summary in this case is not just the ball entering the goal post, but the build up to this196

event and probably a few shots as a followup. Thus, this notion of mega events helps us to model the197

notion of continuity.198

Annotation Protocol and Quality of Annotations: A group of 13 professional annotators were199

tasked to annotate videos (without the audio) by marking all applicable keywords on a shot through200

a python GUI application developed by us for this task. It allows an annotator to go over the201

video shot by shot and select the applicable keywords using a simple and intuitive GUI. It provides202

convenience features like copying the annotation from a previous shot, which comes in handy where203

there are a lot of consecutive identical shots, for example in surveillance videos. The annotation204

guidelines and protocols were made as objective as possible, the annotators were trained through205

sample annotation tasks, and the annotation round was followed by two verification rounds where206

both ’precision’ (whether the marked annotations were correct) and ’recall’ (whether all events of207

interest and continuity information in the video has been captured in the annotations) were manually208

verified by another set of annotators.209

Advantages of concept annotations in VISIOCITY: This kind of annotation allows for generating210

multiple reference summaries of different lengths with different desired characteristics and is easy211

to scale (Sec. 5). For long videos, acquiring such an indirect ground truth is more objective and212

easier than asking the annotators to produce reference ground truth summaries. While past work213

has made use of other forms of indirect ground truth like asking annotators to give a score or a214

rating to each shot [27, 32], using textual concept annotations in particular offers several advantages.215

First, especially for long videos, it is easier and more accurate for annotators to mark all keywords216

applicable to a shot than for them to tax their brain and give a rating (especially when it is quite217

subjective and requires going back and forth over the video for considering what is more important218
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or less important). Second, when annotators are asked to provide ratings, they often suffer from219

chronological bias [32]. [32] addresses this for 4 min. videos by showing the snippets to the220

annotators in random order but it doesn’t work for long videos because an annotator cannot remember221

all of these to be able to decide the relative importance of each. Third, the semantic content of a shot is222

better captured through text [39, 26]. Two shots may look visually different but could be semantically223

same and vice versa. Text captures the right level of semantics desired by video summarization.224

Also, when two shots have the same rating, it is not clear if they are semantically same, or they are225

semantically different but equally important. Textual annotations bring out such similarities and226

dissimilarities more effectively. Fourth, as already noted, textual annotations make it easy to adapt227

VISIOCITY to a wide variety of problems.228

4 Proposed Evaluation Framework229

Measure Expression
DiversitySim (DS) mini,j∈X dij
Diversity(Time/Concept) (DT/DC)

∑|C|
i=1 maxj∈X∩Ci rj

Mega Event Continuity (MC)
∑E

i=1 r
mega(Mi)|X ∩Mi|2

Importance (IMP)
∑

s∈X∩A\M r(s)

Table 3: Proposed measures in VISIOCITY.

Video summarization literature230

talks about certain desirable good231

characteristics of a video sum-232

mary [10, 16, 18, 22, 40, 43]. For233

example, a good video summary234

is supposed to be diverse (non-235

redundant), continuous or visu-236

ally pleasing (without abrupt shot237

transitions), representative of the238

original video and contain impor-239

tant or interesting shots from the video. In what follows, we propose the measures to assess the240

candidate summaries on these characteristics and summarize them in Table 3.241

Diversity: Let V be a video (a set of shots) and X ⊂ V be a summary. X is diverse if it contains242

segments quite different from one another. When the similarity is measured in terms of the content243

alone, we call it Divsim(X) and measure it as Divsim(X) = mini,j∈X dij where dij is IOU based244

distance measure between shots i and j represented by binary concept vectors based on their concept245

annotations. This is a typical notion of diversity. For example, in the summary of a Friends video,246

given a fixed budget, one may want to see different kinds of shots instead of too many similar looking247

shots. However, in some other domain, say surveillance, consider a video showing a person entering248

her office at three different times of the day. Though all three look similar (and will have identical249

concept annotations as well), all could be desired in the summary for the summary of surveillance250

to be effective. Thus, one may want a summary which doesn’t have too many similar consecutive251

shots but does have similar shots that are separated in time. We call this flavor of diversity Divtime252

and measure it as Divtime(X) =
∑|C|
i=1 maxj∈X∩Ci rj where C are the clusters, which are defined253

over time. That is, all consecutive shots with same set of concept annotations form a cluster. rj is the254

importance rating of a shot j. On similar lines, this notion of diversity can be extended to the concept255

covered by the shots. One may not want too many shots covering the same concept and would rather256

want a few shots from all concepts. We define this notion of diversity as Divconcept and measure it257

as Div(X) =
∑|C|
i=1 maxj∈X∩Ci

rj where the clusters are now defined over concepts. That is, all258

shots which have been marked with a particular concept belong to a cluster for that concept. In this259

case there are as many clusters as the total number of concepts. When optimized, this function leads260

to the selection of the best shot from each cluster. However, this can be easily extended to select a261

finite number of shots from each cluster instead of the best one.262

MegaEventContinuity: element of continuity makes a summary pleasurable to watch. Since only263

a small number of shots are to be included in a summary, some discontinuity in the summary is264

expected. However, the less the discontinuity at a semantic level, the more pleasing is the summary265

to watch. There is a thin line between modelling redundancy and continuity. Some shots might be266

redundant but are important to include in the summary from a continuity perspective. To model the267

continuity, VISIOCITY has the notion of mega-events as defined earlier. To ensure no redundancy268

within a mega event, the mega-event annotations are as tight as possible, meaning they contain269

bare minimum shots just enough to indicate the event. A non-mega event shot is continuous270

enough to exist in the summary on its own and a mega event shot needs other adjacent shots to be271

included in the summary for semantic continuity. We measure mega-event continuity as follows:272

MegaCont(X) =
∑E
i=1 r

mega(Mi)|X ∩Mi|2 where, E is the number of mega events in the video273

annotation, rmega(Mi) is the rating of the mega event Mi and is equal to max∀s∈Mi
r(s), A is274

the annotation of video V , that is, a set of shots such that each shot s has a set of keywords Ks275
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and information about mega event, M is a set of all mega events such that each mega event Mi276

(i ∈ 1, 2, · · ·E) is a set of shots that constitute the mega event Mi277

Importance - This is the most obvious characteristic of a good summary. For some domains like278

sports, there is a distinct importance of some shots over other shots (for e.g. score changing events).279

This however is not applicable for some other domains like tech talks where there are few or no280

distinctly important events. With respect to the annotations available in VISIOCITY, the importance281

of a shot is defined by the ratings of the keywords of that shot. These ratings come from a mapping282

function which maps keywords to ratings for a domain. The ratings are defined from 0 to 10 with 10283

rated keyword being the most important and 0 indicated an undesirable shot. We assign ratings to284

keywords based on their importance to the domain and average frequency of occurrence. Given the285

ratings of each keyword, rating of a shot is defined as rs = 0 if ∃i : rKs
i

= 0, and rs = maxi rKs
i

286

otherwise. Here Ks is the set of keywords of a shot s and rKs
i

is the rating of a particular keyword287

Ks
i . Thus, importance function can be defined as: Imp(X) =

∑
s∈X∩A\M r(s). Note that when288

both importance and mega-event-continuity is measured, we define the importance only on the shots289

which are non mega-events since the mega-event-continuity term above already takes care of the290

importance of the mega-event shots.291

As discussed earlier, since there are multiple "right" answers with varying characteristics, we hypoth-292

esize that these are orthogonal characteristics and vary across different human (good) summaries. For293

example, one human summary could contain more important but less diverse segments while another294

human summary could contain more diverse and less important segments depending on the intent295

behind the summarization or user subjectivity. Also, in assessing summaries, one measure could296

be more relevant than another depending on the type of the video. For example, in sports videos297

because of well-defined events of interest, importance is more relevant in evaluating a summary.298

We empirically verify our hypotheses in Sec. 7. Hence, we propose that a true and wholesome299

assessment of a candidate summary can only be done when this suite of measures (including the300

existing measures like F score) are used instead of depending on only one measure. Results and301

observations from our extensive experiments corroborate this fact.302

5 Ground Truth Summaries for Supervised Learning303

In practice, it is difficult to acquire many human summaries with diverse characteristics, especially for304

long videos. We propose a strategy to automatically generate the reference ground truth summaries305

of desired lengths using the annotations present in VISIOCITY. Specifically, we use the above306

proposed evaluation measures as scoring functions and maximize them to get the desired ground307

truth summaries. We note that maximizing a particular scoring function would yield a summary rich308

in that particular characteristic, but it may fall-short on other characteristics. For example, a summary309

maximizing importance alone will select the goal shots from a soccer video, but some shots preceding310

the goal and following the goal will not be in the summary and the summary will not be visually311

pleasing (example illustration at https://visiocity.github.io/). Hence, a weighted mixture of such312

measures is used as a composite scoring function. Mathematically, given X , a set of shots of a video313

V , let score(X) be defined as: score(X,Λ) = λ1MegaCont(X) +λ2Imp(X) +λ3Divsim(X) +314

λ4Divtime(X) + λ5Divconcept(X). This composite scoring function parameterized on λ’s takes an315

annotated video (keywords and mega-events defined over shots) and is approximately maximized via316

a greedy algorithm [23] to arrive at the ground truth summary. Different configuration of λs generates317

different summaries. We use the notion of Pareto optimality to arrive at optimal configurations to be318

used. Pareto optimality is a situation that cannot be modified so as to make any one individual or319

preference criterion better off without making at least one individual or preference criterion worse320

off. Beginning with a random element (a possible configuration of the λs) in the pareto-optimal set,321

we iterate over remaining elements to decide whether a new element should be added or old should322

be removed, or a new element should be discarded. This is decided on the basis of the performance323

of that element (configuration) on various measures. A configuration is better than another only when324

it is better on all measures, otherwise it is not. We use the summaries generated by the pareto-optimal325

configurations as ground truth summaries. We verify experimentally that the automatic ground truth326

summaries so generated are at par with the human summaries both qualitatively and quantitatively327

(Sec. 7). We use them in training the models tested on VISIOCITY.328
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6 Towards A New State of the Art329

We apply two ideas to propose a recipe for a new state-of-the-art model. Firstly, most supervised330

learning approaches combine several ground truth summaries into one oracle summary [41, 4, 12, 40].331

This suppresses the separate flavors captured by each of them. This was also noted by [1, 43] where332

they argue that supervised learning approaches, which rely on the use of a combined ground-truth333

summary, cannot fully explore the learning potential of such architectures. The necessity to deal with334

different kind of summaries in different ways was also observed by [34]. In fact, [1, 43] use this335

argument to advocate against the use of supervised approaches. Secondly, a model would do well336

if it receives feedback from a combination of losses, each measuring the deviation from different337

desired characteristics. We employ the strategy of large-margin learning of mixtures as proposed by338

[35, 10] and apply these ideas therein. Specifically, given a video V as a set of shots Yv , the problem339

reduces to picking y ⊂ Yv which maximizes the weighted mixture such that |y| ≤ k, k being the340

budget. That is, y∗ = argmaxy⊆Yv,|y|≤k o(xv, y), where, y∗ is the predicted summary, xv the feature341

representation of the video shots and o(xv, y) = wT f(xv, y) is the weighted mixture of components.342

We use a submodular facility-location term and modular importance terms as components of the343

mixture. The facility location function is defined as ffl(X) =
∑
v∈V maxx∈X sim(v, x) where v is344

a shot from the ground set V and sim(v, x) measures the cosine-similarity between shot v and shot345

x represented as concept-vectors. Facility-location thus models representativeness. During training346

and inference, these concept vectors are computed based on the detections from a YOLOv3 object347

detection model [28] pre-trained on the open images dataset [17]. The importance scores of shots348

are taken from the VASNet model [4] and the vsLSTM model [41] trained on VISIOCITY. The349

weights of the model are learnt using the large margin framework as described in [10] using many350

automatic ground truth summaries and a margin loss which combines the feedback from the proposed351

evaluation measures. Specifically, given N pairs of a video and an automatic reference summary352

(V, ygt), we learn the weight vector w by optimizing the following large-margin formulation [33]:353

min
w≥0

1
N

∑N
n=1 Ln(w)+ λ

2 ||w||
2, where Ln(w) is the generalized hinge loss of training example n and354

w is the weight vector. That is, Ln(w) = max
y⊆Y n

v

(wT f(xnv , y) + ln(y))− wT f(xnv , y
n
gt). For training355

example n, the margin loss we choose is a linear combination of the normalized losses reported by356

our proposed measures (Tab. 3). We call our proposed method VISIOCITY-SUM. We show that a357

simple model like this out-performs the current techniques (state of the art on TVSum and SumMe)358

on VISIOCITY dataset.359

7 Experiments and Results360

Figure 2: Different human summaries of same video perform differ-
ently on different measures.

We asked a set of 11 users361

(different from the annota-362

tors) to create human sum-363

maries for two randomly364

sampled videos of each do-365

main. The users were asked366

to look at the video with-367

out the audio and mark seg-368

ments they feel should be369

included in the summary370

such that the length of the371

summary remains between372

1% to 5% of the original373

video. The procedure fol-374

lowed was similar to that of375

SumMe [9]. F1 score of any376

summary was computed with respect to the human ground truth summaries following [41]. We377

report both avg F1 and max F1. To calculate F1 scores of a human summary with respect to human378

summaries, we compute max and avg in a leave-one-out fashion. In all tables, AF1 refers to Avg379

F1 score, MF1 refers to Max F1 score (nearest neighbor score), IMP, MC, DT, DC and DSi refer to380

the importance score, mega-event continuity score, diversity-time score, diversity-concept score and381

diversity-similarity score respectively, as calculated by the proposed measures(Sec. 4). All figures are382

in percentages. All experiments were run on a NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU.383
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7.1 Different human summaries have different characteristics384

We assess these human summaries qualitatively and quantitatively using the proposed set of evaluation385

measures. The human summaries were found to be consistent with each other in as much as there386

are important scenes in the video, for example, goals in Soccer videos (illustrative example on387

project website). In the absence of such clear interesting events, the human summaries exhibit more388

inconsistency with each other. A representative plot (for the scores of 11 human summaries of389

"friends_5" video is presented in Figure 2). As expected, we see that different human summaries of390

same video perform differently on different measures.391

7.2 Automatically generated reference summaries are at par with human summaries392

Domain Fri Soc Wed Surv TechT Bday
Human 24 30 21 35 20 21
Uniform 5 6 5 6 7 6
Random 6 5 5 6 6 6
Auto 25 27 14 31 25 17

Table 4: Performance (AF1) of human summaries and auto-
matically generated ground-truth summaries on videos across
all the domains.

We compare automatically generated393

reference summaries with human394

summaries across all domains and395

present the results in Table 4. We396

see that the automatically generated397

summaries are much better than398

uniform summaries and random399

summaries and are at par with the400

human summaries. This is also401

confirmed in Figure 3 where we402

report detailed results on all measures403

for soccer videos. Again we see that404

the proposed measures get good values for automatic ground truth summaries and human summaries405

as compared to random. Further, the automatic ground truth summaries have the highest importance,406

continuity and diversity scores. This is not surprising as they are obtained at the first place by407

optimizing a combination of these criteria.408

Figure 3: Performance of different types of summaries of
Soccer videos.

We also compare the human and409

automatic summaries qualitatively.410

We present some results in the project411

page. We see a considerable similarity412

in selections, though a perfect match413

of selections is neither possible nor414

expected, in keeping with the spirit415

of multiple correct answers. Some hu-416

man summary videos and automatic417

ground truth summary videos are also418

reported at the project page. We see419

that a) it is very hard to distinguish420

the automatic summaries from human421
summaries and b) they form very422

good visual summaries in themselves.423

424

7.3 VISIOCITY425

Benchmark: Performance426

of different models on VISIOCITY427

Method SumMe TVSum
vsLSTM 41.6 57.9
VASNET 51.09 62.37
DR-DSN 43.9 59.8

Table 5: F1 Scores as re-
ported in respective papers

We test the performance of three different representative state-of-the-428

art techniques vsLSTM, VASNET and DR-DSN on the VISIOCITY429

benchmark. Along with the proposed measures, we report their avg430

and max F1 scores which we compute against the automatically431

generated summaries as a proxy for human summaries. We generate432

100 automatic ground truth summaries for each video such that their433

lengths are 1% to 5% of the video length. For every domain and for434

every model, we report these measures averaged across k runs of435

leave-one-out cross validation, k being the number of videos in that domain. We follow [41] to436

convert importance scores predicted by vsLSTM, VASNET and DR-DSN to generate a predicted437

summary of desired length (max 5% of original video). Our proposed model, VISIOCITY-SUM438

learns from multiple ground truth summaries using Nesterov’s accelerated gradient descent and439

outputs a machine generated summary as a subset of shots for a test video. For brevity here we440
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report the numbers for soccer and friends videos and defer the rest to the Supplementary.We make441

the following observations: a) DR-DSN tries to generate a summary which is diverse. As we can see442

in the results, it almost always gets high score on the diversity term. Please note that the way we have443

defined these diversity measures, diversity-concept (DC) and diversity-time (DT) have an element444

of importance in them also. On the other hand, diversity-sim (DSi) is a pure diversity term where445

DR-DSN almost always excels. b) Due to this nature of DR-DSN, when it comes to videos where446

the interestingness stands out and importance clearly plays a more important role, DR-DSN doesn’t447

perform well. In such scenarios, vsLSTM is seen to perform better, closely followed by VASNET.448

c) It is also interesting to note that while two techniques may yield similar scores on one measure, for449

example vsLSTM and VASNET for Soccer videos (Table 6), one of them, in this case vsLSTM, does450

better on mega-event continuity and produces a desirable characteristic in the summary. This further451

strengthens our claim of having a set of measures evaluating a technique or a summary rather than452

over dependence on one, which may not fully capture all desirable characteristics of good summaries.453

d) We also note that even though DR-DSN is an unsupervised technique, it is a state of the art454

technique when tested on tiny datasets like TVSum or SumMe, but when it comes to a large dataset455

like VISIOCITY, with more challenging videos, it doesn’t do well, especially on those domains where456

there are clearly identifiable important events for example in Soccer (goal, save, penalty etc.) and457

Birthday videos (cake cutting, etc.). In such cases, models like vsLSTM and VASNET perform better458

as they are geared towards learning importance. In contrast, since the interestingness level in videos459

like Surveillance and Friends is more spread out, DR-DSN does relatively well even without any460

supervision. e) VISIOCITY-SUM does better than all techniques on account of learning from indi-461

vidual ground truth summaries and a combination of loss functions. We also report the performance462

of these techniques on TVSum and SumMe as published in the respective papers in Tab. 5. Though463

not directly comparable in our settings, we see that while they measured their success on SumMe464

and TVSum, their strengths and weaknesses are better highlighted when tested on VISIOCITY.465

466

8 Conclusion467

Domain Technique AF1 MF1 IMP MC DT DC DSi

Soccer

Auto 59.3 93.3 83.2 84.3 82.6 85.9 76.2
DR-DSN 2.8 8.9 23.7 20.3 23.2 30.4 83.4
VASNET 28.4 43.4 63 49.3 62.1 67.4 75.2
vsLSTM 31.9 48.2 62.2 60.1 62 69.5 76.5
Ours 32.6 50.3 64.2 62.6 63.4 72.2 78.7
Random 3.4 9.3 25.7 18.5 25.5 39.2 80.5

Friends

AUTO 66.3 96.9 87.8 84.6 80.3 89.8 83.1
DR-DSN 4.3 9.4 19.1 6.9 65.7 51.5 98.5
VASNET 17 29.6 41 39.3 49 60.6 86.7
vsLSTM 15.5 27.2 40.4 39.2 64.7 59 91.1
Ours 17.4 31.2 42.5 40.5 50.2 64 90.3
Random 7.7 17.9 31.5 19.8 34.8 45.2 85.9

Table 6: Comparison of different techniques on VISIOCITY for
Soccer and Friends videos. Results for other domains are in the
Supplementary.

We presented VISIOCITY, a large468

benchmarking dataset and evalua-469

tion framework and demonstrated470

its effectiveness in real world set-471

ting. To the best of our knowl-472

edge, it is the first of its kind473

in the scale, diversity and rich474

concept annotations. We intro-475

duce a strategy to automatically476

create ground truth summaries477

typically needed by the super-478

vised techniques. Motivated by479

the fact that different good sum-480

maries have different characteris-481

tics and are not necessarily bet-482

ter or worse than the other, we483

propose an evaluation framework484

better geared at modeling human judgment through a suite of measures than having to overly depend485

on one measure. Finally we report the strengths and weaknesses of some representative state of the486

art techniques when tested on this new benchmark and demonstrate the effectiveness of our simple487

extension to a mixture model making use of individual ground truth summaries and a combination of488

loss functions. We hope our attempt to address the multiple issues currently surrounding video sum-489

marization as highlighted in this work, will help the community advance the state of the art in video490

summarization. We make VISIOCITY available through the project page at https://visiocity.github.io/.491
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